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The Tape Automated Bonding (TAB) was developed and industrialized to achieve a higher packaging density in computer applications. After elaboration and testing of the prototype units, significant work was done to transfer all the activity into production.

After a brief review of the principle of TAB technology the main characteristics of the manufacturing site are presented and the most significant equipments developed for production needs are briefly described. It becomes apparent that TAB and micropackaging technology are not limited to computers but can be considered in many other microelectronic applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The hardware changes and improvements in computer construction stay in the shadow of impressive well publicized computer applications. All these rapidly growing applications and new computer generations are however closely related to new hardware concepts. Tape Automated Bonding, TAB, is one of such new hardware concepts with a strong impact not only on packaging of computers but on component interconnection in any electronic assembly.

Preliminary investigations in the early 70's have shown that the TAB concept has a strong potential not only for computer performance improvement but also for significant hardware cost reduction. Higher component packaging density is desired by each manufacturer, i.e. increased performance at reduced cost. Higher component density allows shorter interconnection which improves performance and which also results in a smaller overall volume for the general assembly, which in turn reduces costs.

The TAB technology has been thoroughly evaluated over many years and many prototype assemblies have been realized during that time.¹

1.1. What is TAB?

The main TAB characteristics are included in the non-abbreviated name, Tape Automated Bonding. Components are attached in an automatic mode on a continuous tape carrier which becomes a temporary support for all manipulations and handlings. The process uses two gang bonding operations and optional electrical testing. A lead forming operation is usually necessary when assembling hybrid circuits.

In the process sequence the bumped wafer is first attached to a rigid substrate and the integrated circuits are separated by sawing, their original position being preserved. The separated chips (Figure 1a) are then bonded to a reel of flexible tape (Figure 1b) with metallic leads cantilevered over the tape central hole. All leads are bonded simultaneously to the chip in the inner lead bonding step (Figure 1c) without disturbing the alignment of

---

¹ Further details and references are provided in the full technical report. For brevity, specific details are not repeated here.
adjacent chips in the wafer matrix. The IC's on tape may then be electrically tested (Figure 1d) before being transferred from the tape to a package lead frame (Figure 1e) or directly to a hybrid substrate (Figure 1f) by the gang outer lead bonding operation. All the process steps may be accomplished in manual, semi-automatic or completely automated sequences if certain conditions are fulfilled.

1.2. Micropackaging Concept

The name TAB essentially refers to a method of component handling. The name is however used sometimes, not quite correctly, to address a broader subject, including hybrid substrate assembly. Figure 2 shows a completely assembled substrate with use of TAB technology. The substrate itself is made using thick film technology.²

![Figure 2](image_url)

**FIGURE 2** Substrate populated with TAB bonded chips; 2 in x 2 in alumina substrate, 3 conductor layers, heat sink, external lead frames

Three conductive layers on a 2 in x 2 in alumina substrate are used to make the substrate shown. The integrated circuits are assembled by means of the TAB process. Finally all other components, like capacitors, lead frames and heat sink are assembled on the substrate by processes similar to those used in conventional hybrid microelectronic assembly. In spite of their more conventional character, the assembly processes and thick film process were, together with the TAB process, the subject of intense development work to elaborate a coherent micropackaging concept.

The micropackaging concept has been under elaboration by the advanced development group in Saint-Ouen since the early 70's. This development did not only concern process investigations but the impact of the micropackaging concept on the overall computer performance has been also studied.

These studies included the construction of several prototype units built using micropackaging technology. During the studies performance measurements and a detailed record of the cost of the micropackaging technology were kept and even in the early part of the work special attention has been given to the quality aspects. Qualification of the components and reliability performance of the built prototypes have been under continuing control.

In conclusion the development activity, it was decided in 1977 to implement the TAB technology in the factory in Angers as a basic assembly technology for a new generation of computers.

2. TAB IN THE FACTORY

The original development work of the micropackaging concept was always carried with final implementation in the factory in mind. Therefore a high degree of automation has been included even in the equipment developed for the laboratory use.

Some of the equipment could thus have been almost directly duplicated to fulfil production needs. Some other machines have been specially developed and installed directly in the factory. Some of the most significant new machines and equipments are discussed after some general information about the facility lay-out.

2.1. Micropackaging Facility Lay-out

Figure 3 shows the approximate arrangement of the area established for TAB, thick film and assembly processes. The total area of 1300 m² has been conceived as an open space, with a general cleanliness class 10 000 and it is temperature controlled. The open space concept is at present frequently used in modern semiconductor facilities. In addition to a more fluent product circulation it offers more flexibility when for any reason the area lay-out has to be remodeled.

Separation by transparent walls was provided only where needed by the process itself. These are specifically areas where chemicals are handled and thus special exhaust is required and areas where photosensitive work is performed. At some work
stations clean benches of class 100 have been installed together with tighter temperature control.

The facility was installed on the first floor of an existing factory building. To avoid any perturbation of the precise micropackaging work, the entire floor surface was covered with a vibration absorbing concrete plate. Thus all vibrations generated on the floor or in the ground floor are eliminated from the area. The access from the ground floor is in part used to service the overall micropackaging area with the distribution of all fluids.

As a general rule all specific test equipments have been implemented next to each specific processing area. Products being manufactured can be easily tested and are transmitted to the following area only if they are satisfactory.

2.2. Tape Fabrication and ILB Equipment

Material cost studies led to the selection of mylar as the base material for making the tape. This material is processed in a set of automatic equipments to provide the finished 35 mm wide tape for chip inner lead bonding. Perhaps the most significant new addition to already described equipment is a fully automated line for all wet processes.

A further automation of the bonding process itself was achieved by developing with JADE Corporation an Inner Lead Bonder (ILB) (Figure 4) on which the lead forming operation is integrated together with bonding on a single machine. This integration eliminates the forming as a special separate step.

A relatively simple forming mechanism is mounted next to the bonding head. All positions are serially formed directly after bonding. Forming on the tape has several advantages over the optional lead forming on separated chips. Of main interest is the simplicity resulting in the concept of Outer Lead Bonders (OLB) and the increased accuracy of lead positions as their extremity is maintained during forming.
2.3. **Thick Film Equipment**

A new printer is the key new equipment in this area. The density of multilayer substrates requires a high degree of precision and accuracy. None of the commercially available printers was found to meet our requirements. An in-house designed and built printer (Figure 5) became the solution to the alignment problem.

The motions of the MILMATIC printer are all electrically driven, substrate loading and unloading are automated. Pre-aligned screens are automatically registered when loaded on the printer. One of the most characteristic features is a rotating patented printing head. The sense of the print can be selected between two perpendicular directions and changed by a simple rotation of the squeegee carrying printing head, leaving screen and substrate positions unchanged and thus keeping original registration. This allows printing in the predominant sense of the conductor lines which is essential for fine line printing.

![FIGURE 5 MILMATIC high precision thick film printer. The machine designed and built by Cii–HB is specially tailored for dense multilayer printing.](image)

2.4. **OLB and Assembly Equipment**

In addition to the original automatic machine which works simultaneously with up to ten different chip types, each on a different reel of tape, two new machines were developed and installed in the factory. They both use chips presented individually in slide type carriers (Figure 6).

![FIGURE 6 TAB bonded chip in plastic slide carrier. This approach patented by Honeywell U.S. allows possibility of individual handling.](image)

This new way of handling developed by Honeywell in the United States was found to be of interest when flexibility in chip handling is a predominant requirement. This occurs in the case of chip replacement after one particular device is found to be defective. The OLB Model 7054 (Figure 7) was developed to allow an easy bonding of a new chip. The OLB 7054 has two different heads. One head transfers chips directly from the tape on the substrate, the second head bonds the chips. The machine is relatively simple because it does not perform lead forming which is done on tape directly on the ILB machine as already mentioned.

OLB 7054 does not necessarily require chip supply in slide frames. A version of the machine using individual tape positions is also used.

The same machine can also be used to populate short runs of substrates in a semi-automatic mode.

Increased flexibility in chip handling is required
also when a large number of chip types is to be assembled on substrates which are presented for bonding in short runs of a large variety of types. A machine which automatically selects appropriate chips from slide magazines, places and bonds them on substrates using the same principle as the OLB 7054, has been developed and built by the Swiss company FARCO to our specifications.

Other automatic machines were developed to bond capacitors on substrates and to attach lead frames on all four substrate edges and the heat sink on the back of the substrate.

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Tape Automated Bonding and the total micro-packaging concept elaborated around this original assembly technology are now well established in our manufacturing plant in Angers. Facility lay-out elaboration and installation of equipment were not the only tasks to manage. The introduction of this new technology in the production factory has made retraining of production personnel necessary. Retraining of personnel responsible for micro-packaging manufacturing was also necessary.

A high degree of automation which is an inherent part of TAB and of the micropackaging technology in general is the best guarantee of a high and constant level of the product quality. Present data shows that the ambitious goal of significant improvement in reliability of finished products over results achieved with conventional packaging will be easily obtained.

The micropackaging technology with TAB is today's significant new step in the history of computer hardware development. The TAB micropackaging applications are not limited to computers only. The present tremendous development of electronics in telecommunications, automobile industry, other consumer and all other electronic applications needs denser and cheaper packaging solutions. Tape Automated Bonding is one of the possible answers. Considering many licence agreements already granted and many different negotiations we have under way and considering the solid implementation of TAB in Japan and in the United States, the title of this paper could be: A Tape Automated Bonding Unit Now Installed in Many Factories.
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